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Raj Anand 
ranand@weirfoulds.com  

I would be honoured to serve our profession and the public for a third 
and final term as a bencher.  
My first four years presented a steep learning curve for a rookie bencher, 
and my second term provided an opportunity to lead some important 
initiatives. In a third term, I hope to build on two of those initiatives: 
equity and access to the legal and paralegal professions, and creation of 
a cutting-edge, top-quality administrative tribunal to decide discipline, 
capacity and admission issues.  
During my first term, as Vice Chair of the Equity and Aboriginal Issues 
Committee, we began to implement the Task Force report on retention of 
women lawyers in private practice, involving a parental leave program for 
small firms and the Justicia Project for medium and large firms. 
During my second term, I served as Chair from 2012-14 of a parallel 
initiative, to address challenges faced by racial minority lawyers and 
paralegals. After a great deal of research and consultation, we presented 
a report in October 2014 which I believe provides a new starting point in 
Canada for an understanding of the barriers in entering and advancing 
within this profession. We are now consulting widely within the 
profession, and we will bring recommendations to Convocation on 
concrete measures to address these challenges.  
I also served on the Hearing and Appeal Divisions of the Tribunal and 
chaired the Tribunal Committee. We studied and put forward reforms 
that were adopted in June 2012. The Tribunal now has an independent 
identity, a full-time non-bencher Chair, ongoing simplification and 
improvements of its procedures and rules, and increasingly expert 
adjudication by both benchers and non-bencher members of our 
profession. Investigation and adjudication of professional misconduct 
issues, and accommodation and support for practitioners in a stressful 
profession that increasingly experiences mental health concerns, are at 
the core of our function as a professional regulator. 
Je préside aux auditions dans les deux langues officielles; pour moi, il 
est très important d'encourager le bilinguisme et l'épanouissement des 
services juridiques de langue française en Ontario.  
Please contact me at WeirFoulds LLP with any inquiries at 416-947-5091 
or ranand@weirfoulds.com.  

 Practice areas: counsel, 
arbitrator/mediator  
Bencher 2007–15 
Interim President: ICJ Canada 
Past Chair: 
Pro Bono Law Ontario 
U of T Law Alumni Council 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Ontario Human Rights Legal Support 
Centre 
Former Director: Advocates’ Society, 
Legal Aid Ontario, and two clinics, 
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health 
Member: OBA, Advocates’ Society, 
FACL, SABA, CABL 
Teaching/writing: “The New 
Administrative Law”; “Canadian Legal 
Practice” chapter on professional 
liability; Bullen & Leake chapter on 
administrative law 
Recipient: Award of Justice, Advocates' 
Society; Law Society Medal; 
Professional Man of the Year, Indo-
Canadian Chamber of Commerce; 
Lifetime Achievement Award, SABA 
Lexpert listings in Litigation – Public 
Law;  Professional Liability; Workplace 
Human Rights 
Best Lawyers listings in Administrative 
and public law; Labour and employment 
law 
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